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A Review of Conflict Detection and Resolution
Modeling Methods

James K. Kuchar and Lee C. Yang

Abstract—A number of methods have been proposed to auto-
mate air traffic conflict detection and resolution (CDR), but there
has been little cohesive discussion or comparative evaluation of ap-
proaches. This paper presents a survey of 68 recent CDR modeling
methods, several of which are currently in use or under opera-
tional evaluation. A framework that articulates the basic functions
of CDR is used to categorize the models. The taxonomy includes:
dimensions of state information [vertical, horizontal, or three-di-
mensional (3-D)]; method of dynamic state propagation (nominal,
worst case, or probabilistic); conflict detection threshold; conflict
resolution method (prescribed, optimized, force field, or manual);
maneuvering dimensions (speed change, lateral, vertical, or com-
bined maneuvers); and management of multiple aircraft conflicts
(pairwise or global). An overview of important considerations for
these and other CDR functions is provided, and the current system
design process is critiqued.

Index Terms—Air traffic control, alerting systems, conflict de-
tection and resolution, warning systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ETHODS for maintaining separation between aircraft in
the current airspace system have been built from a foun-

dation of structured routes and evolved procedures. Humans are
an essential element in this process due to their ability to inte-
grate information and make judgments. However, because fail-
ures and operational errors can occur, automated systems have
begun to appear both in the cockpit and on the ground to provide
decision support and to serve as traffic conflict alerting systems.
These systems use sensor data to predict conflicts between air-
craft and alert humans to a conflict and may provide commands
or guidance to resolve the conflict. Relatively simple conflict
predictors have been a part of air traffic control automation for
several years, and the traffic alert and collision avoidance system
(TCAS) has been in place onboard domestic transport aircraft
since the early 1990s (Fig. 1). Together, these automated sys-
tems provide a safety net should normal procedures and con-
troller and pilot actions fail to keep aircraft separated beyond
established minimums.

Recently, interest has grown toward developing more ad-
vanced automation tools to detect traffic conflicts and assist
in their resolution. These tools could make use of future
technologies, such as a data link of current aircraft flight plan
information, to enhance safety and enable new procedures to
improve traffic flow efficiency. For example, several concepts
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for automation to aid air traffic controllers have been studied
and implemented in the field, including components of the
center/TRACON automation system (CTAS) developed by
NASA [1], and the user request evaluation tool (URET) de-
veloped by MITRE [2]. Advanced airborne conflict detection
and resolution (CDR) systems are also under study as more
strategic alternatives to TCAS [3]. With the growth of airspace
congestion, there is an emerging need to implement these types
of tools to assist the human operators in handling the expanding
traffic loads and improve flow efficiency.

In total, over 60 different methods have been proposed by
various researchers to address CDR. These methods have been
developed not only for aerospace, but also for ground vehicle,
robotics, and maritime applications because the fundamental
conflict avoidance issues are similar across transportation
modes. A review of recent CDR research suggests that the
current environment is one in which a given solution approach
to the problem is proposed and exercised, typically through
a set of constrained and simplified examples. There has been
little crosscutting comparison or synthesis between methods.
The result is a jumble of models, each with its own champion,
with little structure in which to understand and relate concepts.
Thus, there is a distinct need for a framework that can be used
to compare, contrast, and evaluate CDR methods.

Some initial steps toward describing and understanding the
differences and similarities between CDR models have recently
occurred. Zeghal [4], for example, provides a review of the
major differences among so-called force field methods for
conflict resolution, and Warren [5] conducted a comparative
evaluation between three conflict detection methods. Addi-
tionally, Krozelet al. [6] and Kuchar and Yang [7] previously
conducted initial surveys of current methods in CDR.

In response to the need for an updated and broader delibera-
tion of the modeling issues, this paper provides a summary and
discussion of the major approaches from the recent literature
that have been used to address CDR problems. The intent is not
to recommend any given model since each requires considerably
more analysis than can be conducted here. Rather, the intent is
to create a taxonomy in which to place a given model, point out
its advantages and disadvantages, and identify common issues
that should be considered in future development and evaluation
studies. The goal is that this framework may be of use when de-
veloping new models or when performing comparisons between
models.

II. CONFLICT DETECTION AND RESOLUTIONPROCESSES

To begin, it is necessary to have a clear definition of a con-
flict. In this framework, a conflict is an event in which two or
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Fig. 1. Air and ground components of conflict detection and resolution (bold lines represent the nominal control path; thin lines represent automated monitoring).

more aircraft experience a loss of minimum separation. In other
words, the distance between aircraft violates a criterion defining
what is considered undesirable. One example criterion is a min-
imum of 5 nmi of horizontal distance between aircraft or at least
1000 ft of vertical separation (the current en-route separation
standard at lower altitudes). The result is a protected zone (PZ)
or volume of airspace surrounding each aircraft that should not
be infringed upon by another vehicle. The PZ could also be de-
fined as a much smaller region (e.g., a sphere 500 ft in diam-
eter) in the case of tactical collision alerting systems, or even in
terms of parameters other than distance (e.g., time). In any case,
the underlying CDR functions are similar, although the specific
models and alerting thresholds would likely be different.

The goal for the CDR system is topredict that a conflict is
going to occur in the future,communicatethe detected conflict
to a human operator and, in some cases, assist in theresolution
of the conflict situation. These three fundamental processes can
be organized into several phases or elements as shown in Fig. 2.
Conflicts with hazards other than another aircraft can be ab-
stracted to the same fundamental decision-making problem. Ac-
cordingly, terrain proximity warning systems are also included
in the discussion here, and systems to warn of other hazards
(such as weather) could be included as well.

As shown in Fig. 2, the traffic environment must first be
monitored and appropriate current state information must be
collected and disseminated using sensors and communications
equipment. These states provide an estimate of the current traffic
situation (e.g., aircraft position and velocity). Because of the
types of sensors that are used, these states may not completely
describe the actual situation. For example, a system may only
have access to range information between aircraft and be un-
able to determine bearing. Additionally, due to sensor errors or
limited update rate, there is generally some uncertainty in the
values of the current states that are available.

A dynamic trajectory model is also required to project the
states into the future in order to predict whether a conflict will
occur. This projection may be based solely on current state infor-

Fig. 2. Conflict detection and resolution processes.

mation (e.g., a straight-line extrapolation of the current velocity
vector) or may be based on additional, procedural information
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such as a flight plan. As with the current state information, there
is generally some uncertainty in the estimate of the future tra-
jectory.

Information regarding the current and predicted states can
then be combined to derive metrics used to make traffic manage-
ment decisions. Some example metrics include predicted min-
imum separation or the estimated time to closest point of ap-
proach. Whereas the current and projected states can generally
be estimated independently for each aircraft, the conflict met-
rics require some form of aggregation of the states between the
different vehicles involved.

Given the conflict metrics, a discrete decision (Conflict De-
tection) is then made regarding whether a human should be in-
formed and whether action is needed to maintain traffic sepa-
ration. In some cases, notification of a conflict is all that is re-
quired of the CDR system; the human operator then determines
how to resolve the conflict safely and efficiently. Note, however,
that not all predicted conflicts require notification or action. For
example, a conflict may be predicted to occur, but be far enough
into the future or uncertain enough that an alert would be a nui-
sance and action would not be appropriate at the current time.
For the purposes of this paper, a conflict isdetectedonce it is
both predicted to occur and it has been determined that it is ap-
propriate to alert the operator.

When action is considered necessary, the conflict resolution
phase may be initiated. This involves determining an appro-
priate course of action and transmitting that information to the
operators. For example, TCAS issues resolution advisories to
the pilot that command a target rate of climb or descent to avoid
a collision. Other methods may be more passive and simply pro-
vide feedback to the operator about whether a manually entered
trial action will resolve the conflict. Although the conflict reso-
lution phase is shown as a single block in Fig. 2, it requires its
own set of current state estimates, a resolution maneuver trajec-
tory model, and decision criteria which may be different from
those used in the conflict detection phase.

Either or both conflict detection and conflict resolution may
be automated or may be handled manually through procedures.
For example, visual flight rules (VFR) place the responsibility
for collision avoidance on the pilot, who must visually scan for
traffic (conflict detection) and if a threat is perceived, take ap-
propriate action according to a set of “rules of the road” (conflict
resolution). Under instrument flight rules (IFR), an air traffic
controller monitors traffic separation using radar and issues vec-
tors to aircraft when a conflict is projected to occur. If conflicts
are not resolved by the human operators themselves, resolution
information is automatically issued by TCAS to provide addi-
tional guidance.

In this framework, conflict detection can be thought of as
the process of decidingwhenaction should be taken and con-
flict resolution involves determininghowor whataction should
be performed. In practice, however, it is not always clear how
to separate conflict detection from conflict resolution. For ex-
ample, deciding when action is required may depend on the type
of action that will be performed. Similarly, the type of action
that is required may depend on how early that action begins.
This interdependence is one factor that makes CDR system de-

velopment challenging and interesting, because there are many
feasible design solutions.

III. CATEGORIZATION OFMODELING APPROACHES

To provide insight into different methods of conflict detection
and resolution, a literature review of previous research models
and current developmental and operational systems was per-
formed. The overall modeling approaches from a total of 68
methods or systems are discussed here. These models do not
represent an exhaustive list, but are believed to encompass the
major recent approaches to CDR problems. Several authors have
proposed more than one CDR method in a single publication;
these cases are listed separately where appropriate. Addition-
ally, some effort is underway investigating the human factors
issues associated with conflict detection and resolution [8] and
[9]. However, this paper is directed only at numerical or an-
alytical models for evaluating traffic conflict scenarios, not at
human-centered issues.

Nine of the models that were examined are existing opera-
tional systems in use or which have been evaluated in the field:
airborne information for lateral spacing (AILS) [10], CTAS [1],
ground proximity warning system (GPWS) [11] and its recent
enhanced version (EGPWS) [12], precision runway monitor
(PRM) [13], TCAS [14], traffic and collision alert device
(TCAD) [15], URET [2], and a prototype conflict detection
system for the Cargo Airline Association [3]. The remaining
models range from abstract concepts to prototype conflict
warning systems being evaluated or used in laboratories. Five
of the models were developed for robotic, automobile, or naval
applications [16]–[20], but are still applicable to aviation.

Based on the framework in Fig. 2, the 68 models were cata-
logued according to their fundamental approaches to each phase
of the CDR process. To provide a consistent basis upon which to
describe the models, each model is classified by the manner in
which it is explicitly described in its reference. A model defined
here to address only horizontal conflicts, for instance, could po-
tentially be extended to work in three dimensions (and the need
for such an extension may have been mentioned in the refer-
ence), but such an extension was not specifically described in
the reference. As another example, if a model computes aircraft
miss distance but does not define an explicit conflict detection
threshold, the model is not classified as providing conflict de-
tection even though the model could be adapted to perform such
a task.

The 68 models are organized in terms of six key design fac-
tors, discussed in more detail below. Although other differences
between the models exist that are not covered here, the six fac-
tors that are used represent principal categories by which models
differ. An important caveat is that the models have been ana-
lyzed, verified, and validated to varying degrees by their devel-
opers and the community. This paper focuses only on the spe-
cific attributes of each model, not on the depth to which a model
has been analyzed, validated, or accepted. Thus, care should be
taken to remember that a model that seems to be simple ac-
cording to our categorization scheme may be significantly more
viable than an apparently sophisticated model. Similarly, two
models may be identical in terms of the six design factors used
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Fig. 3. State propagation methods.

here but may be quite different in terms of implementation or
maturity. More detail on 33 of the 68 models covered here is
available in Kuchar and Yang [7].

A. State Propagation

Because conflict detection and resolution can only be as re-
liable as the ability of the model to predict the future, the most
concrete difference between modeling approaches involves the
method by which the current states are projected into the fu-
ture. Three fundamental extrapolation methods have been iden-
tified, termed nominal, worst case, and probabilistic. The three
methods are shown schematically in Fig. 3.

In the nominal method, the current states are projected into
the future along a single trajectory, without direct consideration
of uncertainties. An example would be extrapolating the air-
craft’s position based on its current velocity vector [Fig. 3(a)].
The nominal projection method is straightforward, and provides
a best estimate of where the aircraft will be, based on the current
state information. In situations in which aircraft trajectories are
very predictable (such as when projecting only a few seconds
into the future), a nominal trajectory model may be quite accu-
rate. Nominal projections, however, do not directly account for
the possibility that an aircraft may not behave as expected—a
factor that is especially important in longer term conflict de-
tection. Generally, this uncertainty is managed by introducing a
safety buffer, minimum miss distance, or time to closest point
of approach threshold at which point a conflict will be detected.
Alerts for conflicts that are predicted to occur far in the future
using a nominal trajectory model will need to be inhibited so as
to not cause a nuisance to the operator.

The other extreme of dynamic modeling is to examine a
worst-case projection. Here, it is assumed that an aircraft
will perform any of a range of maneuvers. If any one of
these maneuvers could cause a conflict, then a conflict is
predicted. The result is a swath of potential trajectories which
is monitored to detect conflicts with other aircraft [Fig. 3(b)].
Worst-case approaches are conservative in that they can trigger
conflict alerts whenever there is any possibility of a conflict
within the definition of the worst-case trajectory model. If such
conflict-inducing maneuvers are unlikely, protecting against
them may severely reduce overall traffic capacity due to a high
false alarm rate. Accordingly, the worst-case trajectory must
be limited to a certain look-ahead projection time. Still, the
worst-case approach may be appropriate when it is desirable to
determine if a conflict is possible, or for air traffic concepts in
which aircraft are procedurally constrained to remain within a
given maneuvering corridor. Each corridor then becomes the

boundary of the Worst-case aircraft trajectories, and conflicts
can be predicted based simply on whether corridors intersect
at the same point in time.

In the probabilistic method, uncertainties are modeled to de-
scribe potential variations in the future trajectory of the aircraft
[Fig. 3(c)]. This is usually done in one of two ways. In URET
and CTAS, for example, a position error is added to a nominal
trajectory, from which the conflict probability can be derived
[1] and [2]. A second approach is to develop a complete set of
possible future trajectories, each weighted by a probability of
occurring (e.g., using probability density functions). The trajec-
tories are then propagated into the future to determine the prob-
ability of conflict.

A probabilistic approach provides an opportunity for a
balance between relying on either a single-trajectory model or
a set of worst-case maneuvers. The advantage of a probabilistic
approach is that decisions can be made on the fundamental
likelihood of a conflict; safety and false alarm rate can be
assessed and considered directly. The probabilistic method is
also the most general: the nominal and worst-case models are
subsets of Probabilistic trajectories. The nominal trajectory
corresponds to a case in which the aircraft will follow a given
(maximum likelihood) trajectory with probability one; the
worst-case model is one in which the aircraft will follow any
trajectory with equal likelihood. However, the logic behind a
probability-based system may be difficult to convey to opera-
tors, possibly reducing their confidence [21]. There may also
be difficulty in modeling the probabilities with which future
trajectories will be followed.

Tables I–III provide an organized listing of the 68 models.
To conserve space, only the first author is listed in cases where
there are multiple authors on a publication. The three tables in-
clude those models using nominal, worst-case, or probabilistic
state propagation, respectively. Within each table, the models
are organized according to the approach that each takes across
several stages in CDR from Fig. 2. Five columns are used to or-
ganize the models: state dimensions, conflict detection, conflict
resolution, resolution maneuvers, and multiple conflicts, each
of which is described below and summarized in Table IV.

B. State Dimensions

The dimensions column shows whether the state information
used in the model involves purely the horizontal plane (H), ver-
tical plane (V), or both (HV). The majority of models cover ei-
ther three dimensions or the horizontal plane; only GPWS fo-
cuses solely on the vertical plane. Some models may be easily
extended to cover additional dimensions than are shown here,
but such extension is not explicitly described in the reference.
It also must be noted that coverage of a certain dimension does
not necessarily mean that acompletedescription of the situa-
tion in that dimension is available. For example, TCAS uses
range measurements and range-rate estimates to determine if
a conflict exists in the horizontal plane. A better prediction of
the threat condition could be obtained if additional information
were available, such as relative bearing. Ultimately, one would
like to have a full four-dimensional description of the aircraft
trajectories over time. The lack of complete observability of the
conflict situation can lead to false alarms or late (or missed) de-
tection events.
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TABLE I
PRINCIPAL MODELING METHODS:

NOMINAL TRAJECTORYPROPAGATION

TABLE II
PRINCIPAL MODELING METHODS:

WORST-CASE TRAJECTORYPROPAGATION

C. Conflict Detection

The detection column indicates (with a check mark) whether
each model explicitly defines when a conflict alert is issued.

Models that do not have this explicit threshold may provide
valuable, detailed tools and metrics upon which conflict de-
tection decisions can be made, but do not explicitly draw the
line between predicted conflict and nonconflict. Additionally,
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TABLE III
PRINCIPAL MODELING METHODS:

PROBABILISTIC TRAJECTORYPROPAGATION

TABLE IV
MODEL CATEGORIZATION ABBREVIATIONS

models shown to not provide conflict detection may be primarily
concerned with the resolution of a conflict rather than in de-
termining when that resolution should begin. Although devel-
oping conflict resolution methods is important, at some point it
will be necessary to define conflict detection thresholds and ex-
amine the false alarm/missed detection tradeoffs. Models that
are shown to provide conflict detection may use an extremely
simple criterion (e.g., current range) to determine when a con-
flict exists or may use a more complex threshold or set of logic.

D. Conflict Resolution

The resolution column shows the method by which a solution
to a conflict is generated. Five categories are included here: pre-
scribed (P), optimized (O), force field (F), manual (M), and no
resolution (—).

Prescribed resolution maneuvers are fixed during system
design based on a set of predefined procedures. For example,
GPWS issues a standard “pull up” warning when a conflict with
terrain exists. GPWS does not perform additional computation
to determine an optimal escape maneuver. AILS [10] and
Carpenter and Kuchar [22] assume that a fixed climbing-turn
maneuver is always performed to avoid traffic on a parallel
runway approach. Prescribed maneuvers may have the benefit
that operators can be trained to perform them reflexively. This
may decrease response time when a conflict alert is issued.
However, prescribed maneuvers are less effective, in general,
than maneuvers that are computed in real time since there is no
opportunity to modify the resolution maneuver—the maneuver
is performed open loop to some extent. In many conflicts, it
will be necessary to adapt the resolution maneuver to account
for unexpected events in the environment, or to reduce the
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aggressiveness of the maneuver should the conflict be resolved
more easily than first predicted.

Optimization approaches typically combine a kinematic
model with a set of cost metrics. An optimal resolution strategy
is then determined by solving for the trajectories with the lowest
cost. TCAS, for example, searches through a set of potential
climb or descent maneuvers and selects the least-aggressive
maneuver that still provides adequate protection [14]. This
requires the definition of appropriate cost functions—typically
projected separation, or fuel or time, but costs could also cover
workload. Developing costs may be fairly straightforward for
economic values but difficult when modeling subjective human
utilities. Because current interest in this field is generally
centered on strategic resolution of conflicts before immediate
tactical evasion is required, economic costs and operator
workload will be important to the system design.

Some of the models denoted as using Optimized conflict res-
olution apply techniques such as game theory, genetic algo-
rithms, expert systems, or fuzzy control to the problem. Expert
system methods use rule bases to categorize conflicts and de-
cide whether to alert and/or resolve a conflict. These models can
be complex and would require a large number of rules to com-
pletely cover all possible encounter situations. Additionally, it
may be difficult to certify that the system will always operate as
intended, and the “experts” used to develop or train the system
may in fact not use the best strategy in resolving conflicts. How-
ever, a rule base, by design, may be easier for a human to un-
derstand or explain than an abstract mathematical algorithm.

Force field approaches treat each aircraft as a charged particle
and use modified electrostatic equations to generate resolution
maneuvers. The repulsive forces between aircraft are used to
define the maneuver each performs to avoid a collision. A force
field method, while attractive in the sense that a conflict reso-
lution solution is continuously available using relatively simple
equations, may have some pathologies that require additional
consideration before they can be used in operation. For example,
force field methods may assume that aircraft continuously ma-
neuver in response to the changing force field, or that aircraft
can vary their speed over a wide range. This requires a high
level of guidance on the flight deck and increases complexity be-
yond issuing simple heading vectors, for example. Additionally,
sharp discontinuities in the commanded resolution maneuvers
may occur that require additional processing or filtering to ar-
rive at physically feasible solutions. Several human-in-the-loop
implementations of the force field method, however, appear to
have resolved these problems and have shown that force field
resolution can be effective when properly applied [23]–[25].

Some models allow the user to generate potential conflict res-
olution solutions and obtain feedback as to whether the trial so-
lution is acceptable. These models are denoted as handling a
manual solution in the table. The benefit of a manual solution
is that it is generally more flexible in the sense that it is based
on human intuition, using information that may not be available
to the automation. For example, weather information that is not
available to the CDR system may be important when consid-
ering a conflict resolution maneuver. Automated solutions that
do not take relevant environmental information into account will
likely produce nuisance solutions that the human finds unac-
ceptable.

A “—” in the resolutioncolumn indicates that the model does
not provide an explicit output of an avoidance action or feed-
back on a user-defined trial solution. These models perform con-
flict detection but are not designed to explicitly consider conflict
resolution. In some cases, successful conflict resolution is pre-
sumed—the focus of the model is only on detecting or counting
conflicts.

E. Resolution Maneuvers

Themaneuverscolumn indicates what dimensions of resolu-
tion maneuvers are allowed. Possible maneuver dimensions in-
clude turns (T), vertical maneuvers (V), and speed changes (S).
The notation TV, for example, means that either turns or vertical
maneuvers may be performed (but not both simultaneously). In
some cases, combined maneuvers may be commanded or per-
formed, indicated by C(). Thus, C(TV), for example, indicates
that a simultaneous climbing or descending turn may be per-
formed.

Generally, providing more maneuvering dimensions allows
for a more efficient solution to a conflict. However, it does place
additional liens on the operator in the sense that a more com-
plex maneuver must be controlled and monitored, possibly in-
creasing response time and workload.

F. Multiple Conflicts

Finally, themultiplecolumn describes how the model handles
situations with more than two aircraft. This can take two forms:
pairwise (P), in which multiple potential conflicts are resolved
sequentially in pairs; and global (G), in which the entire traffic
situation is examined simultaneously.

In a realistic traffic environment, it will be necessary that
a CDR system be able to manage encounters involving more
than two aircraft. In a pairwise approach, if one conflict solu-
tion induces a new conflict, the original solution may be modi-
fied until a conflict-free solution is found. This is the approach
taken by TCAS, for example, and is effective but also could po-
tentially fail in certain situations. A global solution that con-
siders more than one other aircraft at a time, while more com-
plex, may be more robust. For example, consider the situation
shown in Fig. 4. On the left, a pairwise solution is shown. The
aircraft on the left detects a conflict with a coaltitude threat at a
certain preset time before collision, and attempts to climb or de-
scend. Neither solution is acceptable since it results in a conflict
with another aircraft. On the right, a global solution considers
all three threatened aircraft simultaneously and determines that
the climbing or descending maneuver must begin earlier than
the baseline threshold time in order to safely resolve the con-
flict. At the least, models should be examined in multi-aircraft
situations to determine their robustness to this type of problem.

G. Other Model Elements

In addition to the six factors used to distinguish between mod-
eling approaches in Tables I–III, there are several other issues
to be considered. These issues include specifically which cur-
rent states and metrics are used to make CDR decisions, how
uncertainty is managed in the model, and the degree to which
the model assumes coordination between aircraft involved in a
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Fig. 4. Multiple aircraft conflict detection and resolution.

conflict. A number of the models surveyed here do address one
or more of these issues, but they cannot be described fully here
due to space limitations.

Consideration of the states that are used in CDR is important
because these states represent the means by which the system
observes the environment. Some CDR methods use a simplified
set of states, which reduces sensor requirements but decreases
the certainty with which conflict detection or resolution deci-
sions can be made. Including aircraft, intent information beyond
the current position and velocity vector (e.g., a programmed
flight plan) will be valuable in strategic conflict detection. Intent
information can be used to better model the future trajectory of
the aircraft and thereby make more correct alerting decisions.

The manner in which uncertainties are managed in the design
of a CDR system varies widely. Most approaches to the problem
combine the uncertainties into a spatial safety buffer to reduce
missed detection probability and also incorporate a look-ahead
time limit to limit false alarms. This provides for a reasonable
accommodation of uncertainty, but it may not be as effective or
accurate as more complete, probabilistic trajectory models.

Coordinating conflict resolution between aircraft has two pri-
mary benefits. First, the required magnitude of maneuvering for
a given aircraft may be reduced when two aircraft maneuver co-
operatively when compared against a case in which only one air-
craft maneuvers. Second, coordination helps ensure that aircraft
do not maneuver in a direction that could prolong or intensify
the conflict. However, coordination may increase controller or
pilot workload due to the need to monitor several changes in the
air traffic situation at one time. In any case, a system designed
assuming that coordination will occur should also be evaluated
in cases in which coordination is not carried out as planned. This
would provide some measure of the robustness of the system to
a data link failure or human error.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN PROCESSISSUES

The surprising aspect to all of these modeling efforts is
that no single solution has stood out as being clearly the most
efficient or effective. A closer examination of the CDR system
design process can help uncover the underlying principles that
impact performance. The fundamental approach that has been
used to date in the majority of cases to design and evaluate
CDR systems involves the process shown schematically in
Fig. 5. First, a dynamic (and typically deterministic) trajectory

model and set of alerting threshold metrics are developed
for the CDR system, often based on engineering intuition. A
typical example is that aircraft are assumed to fly in straight
lines, and that time to minimum separation is a reasonable
alerting threshold metric. This model and its parameters (e.g.,
the threshold time settings) are then exercised in a series of
simulations (either through fast-time Monte-Carlo simulation
or human-in-the-loop studies). The alerting logic is exposed to
a wide range of encounter situations and the resulting number
of false alarms and loss-of-separation events (or other statis-
tical performance metrics) are recorded [26]–[28]. Example
situations typically include a variety of conflict geometries and
aircraft dynamic behavior. This allows for uncertainties to be
modeled and injected into the design of the system in order
to explore system performance and robustness to uncertainty.
If the observed system performance does not meet design
specifications, then the model or the alerting thresholds are
modified. For example, time or range thresholds are succes-
sively modified until there is an acceptable balance between
loss of separation incidents and false alarms over the set of
test scenarios. The result can be a complex, iteratively evolved
set of logic and threshold definitions. The TCAS alerting
thresholds, for instance, have numerous kinks and overhead
associated with special cases using IF–THEN logic [14].

Ultimately, it is the observed performance in terms of false
alarms and frequency of loss of separation that determines
whether a system design is acceptable. In more strategic cases,
economic or other costs can also be included. Closer exami-
nation of the CDR design method in Fig. 5 reveals that, at its
core, what is happening is that the parameters of the system are
being tuned to the situations that are provided in the evaluation
simulations. A change in the mix of encounter situations could
lead to a change in the trajectory models, metrics, or threshold
settings in order to meet desired performance constraints. The
process is somewhat analogous to designing a control system
compensator, but in this case, the CDR system is essentially
mapping the given encounter situations into false-alarm rate
or separation performance. In a sense, metrics such as range,
miss distance, or time are simply surrogates for the real
metrics—statistical measures of performance. A variety of
different decision metrics could be used to achieve the same
overall system performance, as reflected by the diversity of
models reviewed here. Also, it is important to note that the
mix of encounter situations that are used to exercise the CDR
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Fig. 5. Typical CDR system design and evaluation process.

Fig. 6. Performance-based CDR system design method.

system in fact form a probabilistic or statistical model of the
environment. To obtain the most accurate estimate of system
performance, this statistical model should match the actual
environment as closely as possible.

The surrogate system parameters that are developed through
the process in Fig. 5 are essentially global solutions averaged
over the range of encounter situations that are tested. Due to
the averaging process, there may be certain encounters in which
the system performance could be improved. If this deficiency
is significant, the CDR logic can be broken down into sub-
models, with varying dynamic models or thresholds in order
to better manage the problem cases. In TCAS, for example,
alerting threshold parameter values vary across several strata
of altitude to better account for uncertainties in altitude mea-
surement and changes in aircraft performance [14]. Ideally, the
system should continuously tailor the dynamic model and the
alert thresholds to the specific situation that it is monitoring.

A more direct approach to system design would be to use
the information contained in the simulation and evaluation sce-
narios to build a probabilistic trajectory model for use by the
CDR system (Fig. 6). Since it is in the designer’s best interest
to use the most accurate encounter model that is possible during
evaluation, this same model would contain the best information
describing the environment in which the CDR system will op-
erate. Because it is using a probabilistic trajectory model, the
CDR system would also be able to estimate performance met-

rics such as probabilities of false alarm or loss of separation in
real time. Then, rather than making a decision based on an in-
direct metric such as time to minimum separation, the alerting
decision can be based on a direct comparison of the computed
false alarm or loss of separation probabilities against the desired
performance specifications.

Note that the same information elements are used to design
the system in Fig. 6 as are used in Fig. 5. The difference is only
in the more direct application of that information in Fig. 6 in
the sense that surrogate metrics are no longer necessary. A lim-
itation of the more direct approach, however, is that it requires
real-time estimation of probabilities and must use reasonable
probabilistic trajectory models. Probability estimation can be
performed analytically or by running Monte-Carlo simulations
in near real time. These methods have been demonstrated in sev-
eral applications and should become even more viable as com-
putational capabilities continue to increase [1], [2], [29], [30].

A. Implementation Issues

Finally, there are several other issues that are of critical impor-
tance to the operational use of a new CDR system. These include
human performance issues in terms of the ability of the opera-
tors to respond appropriately and consistently to conflict alerts,
and finding an appropriate balance between false alarms and
loss-of-separation incidents. An additional issue relates to the
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integration of a new CDR system with other existing systems.
Cases of inconsistency between air traffic controller detection
and resolution of conflicts and TCAS alerts have occurred since
the introduction of TCAS [31]. Additional complexity will arise
as more advanced CDR systems are fielded on the ground and
in the air. Specifically, the new systems need to be designed to
operate together harmoniously within a single aircraft or ground
control installation and also to work consistently between sys-
tems in different aircraft or facilities. This includes integrating
CDR alerts with other hazard warnings (which may use different
logic or detection thresholds), coordinating maneuvers between
aircraft (which may be using different maneuvering dimensions)
and informing operators of what is transpiring. Of special con-
cern will be ensuring that information provided to the operator
from these systems is consistent and supportive, rather than con-
tradictory and confusing. Finally, the computational efficiency
of the different CDR methods has not been addressed here, but
would be an important consideration for implementation.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is clear from this survey of models that there are a large
number and variety of approaches to the conflict detection and
resolution problem. In regard to future approaches, however, it
will be important that a larger set of issues is considered than
has typically been the case in the models discussed here. These
issues include the effects of uncertainty, ability to handle mul-
tiple conflicts, coordination, computational requirements, im-
plementation issues, pilot and controller acceptance, robustness
to degradation or failure, integration with other hazard infor-
mation such as weather, and verification and certification re-
quirements. The majority of the models covered here do not yet
adequately address these concerns. Additionally, a consistent
benchmarking method for analyzing and validating models is
required. This is difficult due to the variety of operational modes
and conditions to which CDR systems may be exposed, but will
be necessary in order to select the most effective systems for
implementation in the field.
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